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Fleeing Felon in Stolen Vehicle Apprehended by FCSO 

Driver Fled in Stolen Vehicle Before Fleeing on Foot into a Neighborhood off Boulder Rock Drive in Palm 
Coast 

BUNNELL, FL – On Tuesday, March 7th, 2023, at approximately 11:30 am, Deputy Jeckovich observed a 

suspicious male acting erratically, then entering a vehicle at a gas station in Palm Coast. Deputy 

Jeckovich followed the vehicle as it left the gas station and determined the vehicle’s license plate did 

not belong on the vehicle. Deputy Jeckovich attempted to stop the vehicle, but it fled southbound on 

Old Kings Road towards Palm Coast Parkway NW. Deputies did not pursue the vehicle as it fled, but 

FCSO personnel did witness the vehicle driving recklessly and ultimately entering the northbound on-

ramp to I-95 North.  

Deputy Somers’ quick thinking allowed him to position himself ahead of the suspect’s vehicle and 

utilize his agency-issued Stop Sticks on the on-ramp. The Stop Sticks struck the vehicle’s tires, causing 

them to rapidly deflate as the suspect merged onto I-95 North.  

Seconds later, Deputies located the vehicle disabled, in the median of I-95, near mile marker 290. A 

black male was observed exiting the vehicle with a black backpack and running across the southbound 

lanes of the highway into the residential neighborhood off Boulder Rock Drive. At that time, the vehicle 

was determined to have been reported stolen from Miami, FL.  

Deputies quickly surrounded the area and using K-9 assistance located a subject matching the 

description of the fleeing suspect near the northernmost part of Boulder Rock Drive. Through 

investigative techniques, deputies were able to confirm that the subject in question was the driver of 

the stolen vehicle who fled across I-95.  
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Upon further investigation, deputies and the FCSO K-9 located two handguns in the grass near where 

the suspect was apprehended. Deputies also discovered the suspect had burglarized an unoccupied 

vehicle in the neighborhood while attempting to evade capture and had stolen items from the vehicle 

which were now in his possession. Deputies managed to link the firearms and the burglary to the 

suspect, adding to his long list of charges.   

The suspect was positively identified as 41-year-old Timothy Montrell Logan. 

 

Timothy Logan being placed into a patrol vehicle after being captured by Sergeant Rodriguez and Deputy Jeckovich  

“Great job by all of the FCSO deputies and K-9 involved in taking this felon off the streets,” said Sheriff 

Rick Staly. “Another dirtbag made the mistake of coming to Flagler County and running from our 

deputies so he went to the Green Roof Inn tired and with more charges. The only good decision this 

suspect made was to drop his guns and give up before he was apprehended.” 

Sheriff Staly also reminds residents to sign up for ALERTFlagler which is a no-cost countywide service 

that allows subscribers to sign up for a variety of emergency notifications based on their enrolled 

addresses. This allows subscribers to customize notifications and their delivery method from a variety 

of choices including phone calls, email, SMS/text message, or through a downloadable app. 

ALERTFlagler was used during this incident to alert residents in the area to be on the lookout for this 

man and to stay inside and lock their doors. You can sign-up for ALERTFlagler by going to 

https://bit.ly/3Lp92oP. 

Logan was arrested and charged with Grand Theft of a Motor Vehicle, Fleeing to Elude, Possession of a 

Firearm by a Convicted Felon, Resisting an Officer without Violence, Burglary of an Unoccupied 

Conveyance, Petit Theft and Driving with No Valid License. Logan is currently being held at the Sheriff 
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Perry Hall Inmate Detention Facility with a total bond of $72,000. 

 

Timothy Logan (Flagler County Jail Mugshot) 
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